
  Sequence  Submission / Data Submission to GenBank or EMBL 

Sequence data may be submitted to GenBank or EMBL using one of the methods described in the GenBank release 

notes. The relevant parts of the GenBank release notes are quoted below. 

"To assist researchers in entering their own sequence data, GenBank provides a WWW submission tool called BankIt, 

as well as a stand-alone software package called Sequin. BankIt and Sequin are both easy-to-use programs that 

enable authors to enter a sequence, annotate it, and submit it to GenBank. Through the international collaboration 

of DNA sequence databases, GenBank submissions are forwarded daily for inclusion in the EMBL and DDBJ 

databases." 

Sequin 

"Sequin is an interactive, graphically-oriented program based on screen forms and controlled vocabularies that 

guides you through the process of entering your sequence and providing biological and bibliographic annotation. 

Intended as an alternative to the older Authorin program, Sequin is designed to simplify the sequence submission 

process, and to provide increased data handling capabilities to accomodate very long sequences, complex 

annotations, and robust error checking. E-mail the completed submission file to: gb-sub@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 

Sequin is currently provided as a beta-test version, and runs on Macintosh, PC/Windows, UNIX and VMS computers. 

It is available by annonymous ftp from ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, login as anonymous and use your e-mail address as the 

password. It is located in the sequin directory." 

BankIt 

"BankIt provides a simple forms approach for submitting your sequence and descriptive information to GenBank. 

Your submission will be submitted directly to GenBank via the World Wide Web, and immediately forwarded for 

inclusion in the EMBL and DDBJ databases. BankIt may be used with Netscape clients for Unix, Macs, and PCs, the 

Mosaic client for Unix, and the MacWeb client for Macs. You can access BankIt from GenBank's home page: 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/" 

 Webin 

It is the European Bioinformatics Institute submitting program which guides users via a sequence checklist and their 

forms to allow the interactive as well as descriptive submission information. All the information required to create a 

databases access could be amassed during this process, i.e.: 

  1.  Submitter data 

  2.  Launch date information 

  3.  Sequence statistics, description, and source information 

  4.  Reference quotation information 

This program is used to enter the data as in single as well as multiple entries. 
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BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) 

BLAST: A simplification of Smith-Waterman 

The BLAST algorithm uses a word based heuristic similar to that of FASTA to approximate a 
simplification of the Smith-Waterman algorithm known as the maximal segment pairs algorithm. 
Maximal segment pairs alignments do not allow gaps and are specified by an equation that includes 
only the first and fourth terms of the Smith-Waterman equation presented above.  

BLAST, or Basic Local Alignment Search Tool , is an alignment tool that uses a measure of local 
similarity to score sequence alignments in such a way as to identify regions of good local alignment. 
The basic BLAST algorithm can be implemented in DNA and protein sequence database searches, 
motif searches, gene identification searches, and in the analysis of multiple regions of similarity in 
long DNA sequences.  
 
There are 5 BLAST options on the NCBI web site  
 
BLASTP compares any amino acid query sequence against a protein sequence database.  
BLASTN compares a nucleotide sequence against a nucleotide sequence database.  
BLASTX takes a nucleotide query sequence and translates it in all reading frames for comparison 
against a protein sequence database.  
TBLASTN compares a protein sequence against a nucleotide sequence database, translating the 
nucleotide database sequences in all possible reading frames.  
TBLASTX compares translations of a nucleotide query sequence against translations of a 
nucleotide sequence database.  
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Steps followed by BLAST : 
 
BLAST searches the database in 2 phases: 

1. It looks for short subsequences that are likely o have significant matches, 
2. then it tries to extend these matched regions (subsequences) on both sides in order o 

obtain maximum sequence similarity. 
 
The BLAST algorithm works in the following steps: 
 

1. the sequence is optionally filtered to remove low complexity regions that are not useful for 
producing meaningful sequence alignment. 

2. A list of words of length 3 in the query protein sequence is made starting with position 1, 2, 
3; then 2, 3, 4; etc; until the last 3 available positions in the sequence are reached. 

3. Using the BLOSUM62 (Block Substitution Matrix) substation scores, the query sequence 
words of step 2 are evaluated for an exact match with a word in any database sequence. 
The words are also evaluated for matches with any other combination of 3 amino acids, the 
object being to find the scores for aligning he query word with any other 3- letter word found 
in a database sequence. 
 
There are a total of 20*20*20 = 8000 possible match scores for this one sequence position. 

4. A cutoff score called neighborhood word score threshold (T) is selected to reduce the number 
of possible matches to a particular word to the most significant ones. 
The list of possible matching words is thereby shortened from 8000 of all possible to the 
highest scoring number of approximately 50. 

5. The above procedure is repeated for each 3-leter word in the query sequence. 
(For a sequence of length 250 amino acids, the total no. of words to search for is 
approximately 50*250=12500) 

6. The remaining high scoring words that comprise possible matches to each 3-letter position 
in the query sequence are organized into an efficient search tree for comparing hem rapidly 
to the database sequences. 

7. Each database sequence is scanned for an exact match to one of the 50 words corresponding 
to the first query sequence position, for the words of the second position, and soon. 
If, a match is found, this math is used to seed a possible ungapped alignment between the 
query and the database sequences. 

8. (a) In he original BLAST method an attempt was made to extend an alignment from the 
matching words in each direction along the sequences, continuing for as long as the score 
continued to increase.  
The extension process in each direction was stopped when the accumulated score stopped 
increasing and had just begun to fall a small amount below the best score found for shorter 
extensions. 
At this point, a larger stretch of sequence (Called the HSP high scoring segment pair), which 
has a larger score than the original word, may have been found. 
 
(b) In the later version of BLAST (BLAST2 or Gapped BLAST) a different and much more 
time efficient method is used. 
The method starts by making a list of high scoring matching words, as in Step 1-4 above, 
with the exception that a lower value of T, the word cutoff score, is also used. 
This change results in a longer word list and matches to lower scoring words in the database 
sequences. 
 
Example: 
Query seq.   L     P    P    Q     G     L   L 
Database seq.  M    P    P     E     G    L    L 
3 letter word found initially                    word 
 BLOSUM62 scores                         7     2      6 
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Word scoer = 15 
                                 (extension to                      (extension to  
                                     left )                                     right) 
             2   7      7       2       6   4     4 
                                                              HSP 
                                             9 +              15+           8             = 32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Determine whether each HSP score by one of the above methods is greater in value than a cutoff 
score S. 
A suitable value for S is determined empirically by examining the range of scores found by comparing 

random sequences, and by choosing a value that is significantly greater. 

The HSPs matched in the database are identified and listed. 

10.  BLAST next determines the statistical significance of each HSP score.  
11. Sometimes, two or more HSP regions that can be made into a longer alignment will be found, thereby 

providing additional evidence that the query and database sequences are related. 
In such cases, a combined assessment of the significance will be made. 

12.  Smith Waterman local alignments are shown for the query seq. with each of the matched sequences 
in the database. 

13. When the expected score for a given database sequence satisfies the user selectable threshold 
parameter E, the match is reported. 
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Statistical Estimators 

E-value 

The BLAST E-value is the number of expected hits of similar quality (score) that could be found just by 

chance. 

E-value of 10 means that up to 10 hits can be expected to be found just by chance, given the same size of a 

random database. 

 

E-value can be used as a first quality filter for the BLAST search result, to obtain only results equal to or better 

than the number given by the -evalue  option. Blast results are sorted by E-value by default (best hit in first 

line). 

 
blastn -query genes.ffn -subject genome.fna -evalue 1e-10 

 

 

The smaller the E-value, the better the match. 
 

-evalue 1e-50   

small E-value: low number of hits, but of high quality 

Blast hits with an E-value smaller than 1e-50  includes database matches of very high quality. 

 
-evalue 0.01 

Blast hits with E-value smaller than 0.01 can still be considered as good hit for homology matches. 

 

-evalue 10   (default) 

large E-value: many hits, partly of low quality 

E-value smaller than 10 will include hits that cannot be considered as significant, but may give an idea of 

potential relations. 

 

The E-value (expectation value) is a corrected bit-score adjusted to the sequence database size. The E-value 

therefore depends on the size of the used sequence database. Since large databases increase the chance of false 

positive hits,  the E-value corrects for the higher chance. It's a correction for multiple comparisons. This means 

that a sequence hit would get a better E-value when present in a smaller database. 

  E = m x n  / 2bit-score 

 

        m - query sequence length 

        n - total database length (sum of all sequences) 

 

Bit-score 

The higher the bit-score, the better the sequence similarity 
 

The bit-score is the requires size of a sequence database in which the current match could be found just by chance. 

The bit-score is a log2 scaled and normalized raw-score. Each increase by one doubles the required database size 

(2bit-score). 

 

Bit-score does not depend on database size. The bit-score gives the same value for hits in databases of different 

sizes and hence can be used for searching in an constantly increasing database. 
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Z-score 

The Z-score is an old, yet commonly used statistical estimator for the validity of statistical results, including 

alignment scores. It is defined by the number of standard deviations that separate an observed score from the 

average random score. In other words, it is the difference between the observed score and the average random 

score, normalized by the standard deviation of the distribution. A higher Z-score means that the score can be trusted 

with a higher confidence level. 

P-value 

Once we have calculated the E-value, E, for a certain score, we can go one step further. The P-value is the probability 

of the observed score – the probability that a certain score occurred by chance. To find a formula for the P-value, let 

us define a random variable YE as the number of random records achieving an E-value of E or better. This random 

variable has a Poisson distribution with the parameter λ=E. The probability that no random events have a lower 

score then our score, i.e. that YE = 0, decreases exponentially with our score - s. Therefore, that probability that at 

least one random record achieved a better score then our E-value can be computed using the following simple 

formula: P = 1 − e−E 

Like the E-value, this value is dependent on the size of the database. A lower P-value means that the score has a 

higher confidence level. This estimator is not widely used for determining the validity of sequence alignment scores. 
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FASTA: 
 
FASTA is a heuristic i.e an empirical method of computer programming like BALST. These 
methods are reliable in statistical sense, and usually provide a reliable alignment. 
FASTA (and BLAST) use the word or k- tupe method. They align two sequences very quickly, 
by first searching for identical short stretches of sequences (called or word or k-tupes) and by 
then joining these words into an alignment by the dynamic programming method. 
 
Rather than comparing individual residues in the 2 sequences, FASTA searches for matching 
sequence patterns or words, called k-tuples or k-tupes. These pattern comprises k consecutive 
matches in both sequences. 
The program then attempts to build a local alignment based on these word matches. 
For sequence fragments, FASTA is as good as Smith Waterman methods. For DNA searches, 
FASTA is theoretically better able than BLAST to find matches because a k-tupe smaller than 
the minimum obligatory one of 7 (default size 11) for BLAST may be used. 

 

FASTA - algorithm details 

  
 In the initial stages of search for regions of similarity, FASTA uses an algorithmic method known 
as hashing. 
  
 
Hashing: In this method, a lookup table showing the positions of each word of length k, or k- tupe 
is constructed for each sequence. 
The relative positions of each word in the 2 sequences are then calculated by subtracting the 
position in the 1st sequence from that in the 2nd sequence. 
Words that have he same off-set positions are in phase and reveal a region of alignment between 
the 2 sequences. 
(Using hashing, the number of comparisons increases linearly in proportion to average sequence 
length.) 
 
Example: 
Position   1  2  3  4  5  6  7 8 910 11 
Sqe.1.     n c  s  p   t   a  .  .  .   .   . 
Position    1  2 3 4 5 6  7  8  9  10 11 
Seq.2.       .  .   .  .  . a  c  s   p   r   k  
 

Amino 
Acid 

Position in 
Seq1 

Position in 
Seq2 

Off set 
Pos 1    Pos2 

a 6 6 0 

c 2 7 5 

k - 11 - 

n 1 - - 

p 4 9 5 

r - 10 - 

s 3 8 5 

t 5 - - 

 
 So, common offset for 3 amino acids c, s and p is 5. 
A possible alignment is thus quickly found: 
Protein 1  n c s p t a  
      I  I  I 
Protein 2  a  c s p r k 
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Common words or k-tupes, in 2 sequences are found by this method in a number of steps 
proportional to the sequence lengths). 
 
 
 4 stages of FASTA algorithm: 

  
1)   find initial regions in search sequence 
  
2)   re-score to find top 10 initial regions (init1) 
  
3)   attempt to join initial regions together (initn) 
  
4)   optimize around initial region to find best fit (opt) 

Step 1: 

The 10 best matching regions in each sequence pair are located by a rapid screen. First, all sets of 
k consecutive matches are found by rapid method. (For DNA sequence k is usually 4-6 and for 
protein sequences 1-2). Second, those matches within a certain distance of each other (for proteins, 
32 for k=1 and 16 for k=2) are joined along with the region between them into a longer matching 
region without gaps. The regions with the highest density of matches are identified. The calculation 
is very much like a dot matrix analysis, but is calculated in fewer steps. 
The diagonals shown in A represents the locations of these common patterns initially found in the 2 
sequences. 
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Step 2: 

The highest density regions of protein sequences identified in A are evaluated using an amino acid 
substation matrix such as a PAM or BLOSUM scoring matrix. A corresponding matrix may also be 
used for DNA sequences. 
The heights scoring regions, called the best initial regions (INIT 1) are identified and used to rank 
the matches for further analysis. The best scoring INIT 1 regions are shown marked by an asterisk 
in B. 
 

 
 

Step 3: 

Longer regions of identity of score (INIT N) are generated by joining initial regions with scores 
greater than a certain threshold. The INIT N score is the sum of the scores of the aligned individual 
regions less a constant gap penalty score for each gap introduced between the regions. 
 

Step 4: 

Later versions of FASTA included an optimization step. 
When the INIT N score reaches a certain threshold value, the score of the region is recalculated to 
produce an OPT score by performing a full local alignment of the region using the Smith Waterman 
dynamic programming algorithm. 
By improving the score, his step increases the sensitivity but decreases the selectivity of a 
search(Pearson 1990). 
INIT N and OPT scores are used to rank database matches.Finally, an optimal local alignment 
between the input query sequence and the best scoring database sequences is performed based 
on the Smith Waterman dynamic programming algorithm. 
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Some tips for FASTA results: 

1. INIT 1 = INIT N = OPT => 100% homology over the matched stretch. 
2. INIT N>INIT 1=> more than 1 matching regions was found in the database with 

poorly matching separating regions. 
3. OPT>INIT N=> the matching regions are greatly improved by adding gaps in 1 

or both of the sequences. 
Z-Score: Evaluates the significance of the “OPT Score” by generating a score distribution from the 
alignment of many random pairs of sequences having the same length as the 2 compared 
sequences. From this distribution, the number of standard deviations from the mean for the 
alignment score of interest is calculated as the Z-score. 
Better the match, higher the Z-Score. 
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GENOME ANNOTATION 

The first step in genome annotation involves the integration of features revealed by the DNA and protein sequences 

into a systematic view of the organism's molecular machinery. Annotation can be divided into two processes; i) 

direct analysis of DNA sequences to locate coding regions and repeated elements, and ii) prediction of function and 

structure of the proteins encoded in the genome. In all organisms, coding regions are differentiated from 

neighbouring non-coding regions by specific features. Detecting these features is essential to transforming sequence 

data into a fully annotated genome. Once a gene is identified or predicted, the next step is to assign a putative 

function, identify possible homologs in other organism’s gene, and to postulate its role in the biology of the 

organism. By comparing the genetic complement and genome organization of related organisms, novel insights may 

be realized regarding their evolutionary relationships. 

Estimating complete annotation of a genome includes information regarding gene location and organization, 

transcripts and products of those genes, as well as regulation and control of expression, translation and degradation. 

This process included boundaries between coding and non-coding sequence, identification of DNA features 

associated with gene structures, and translation of protein coding genes into protein sequence. The following 

subsections describe two of the major challenges in genome annotation; repeat prediction and gene prediction. 

Sequence Patterns: Pattern => conserved sequence motifs 

Nucleotide and protein sequences contain patterns or motifs that have been preserved through evolution because 

they are important to the structure or function of the molecule. In proteins, these conserved sequences may be 

involved in the binding of the protein to its substrate or to another protein, may comprise the active site of an enzyme 

or may determine the three dimensional structure of the protein. Nucleotide sequences outside of coding regions in 

general tend to be less conserved among organisms, except where they are important for function, that is, where they 

are involved in the regulation of gene expression. Discovery of motifs in protein and nucleotide sequences can lead to 

determination of function and to elucidation of evolutionary relationships among sequences. 

Pattern description notations: 

Several notations for describing motifs are in use but most of them are variants of standard notations for regular 

expressions and use these conventions: 

 there is an alphabet of single characters, each denoting a specific amino acid or a set of amino acids;  

 a string of characters drawn from the alphabet denotes a sequence of the corresponding amino acids;  

 any string of characters drawn from the alphabet enclosed in square brackets matches any one of the 
corresponding amino acids; e.g. [abc] matches any of the amino acids represented by a or b or c.  

The fundamental idea behind all these notations is the matching principle, which assigns a meaning to a sequence of 

elements of the pattern notation: 

a sequence of elements of the pattern notation matches a sequence of amino acids if and only if the latter sequence 

can be partitioned into subsequences in such a way that each pattern element matches the corresponding subsequence 

in turn.  

Thus the pattern [AB] [CDE] F matches the six amino acid sequences corresponding to ACF, ADF, AEF, BCF, BDF, and 

BEF. 

Different pattern description notations have other ways of forming pattern elements. One of these notations is the 

PROSITE notation, described in the following subsection. 

PROSITE pattern notation 

The PROSITE notation uses the IUPAC one-letter codes and conforms to the above description with the exception that 

a concatenation symbol, '-', is used between pattern elements, but it is often dropped between letters of the pattern 

alphabet. 

PROSITE allows the following pattern elements in addition to those described previously: 

 The lower case letter 'x' can be used as a pattern element to denote any amino acid.  

 A string of characters drawn from the alphabet and enclosed in braces (curly brackets) denotes any amino acid 
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except for those in the string. For example, {ST} denotes any amino acid other than S or T.  

 If a pattern is restricted to the N-terminal of a sequence, the pattern is prefixed with '<'.  

 If a pattern is restricted to the C-terminal of a sequence, the pattern is suffixed with '>'.  

 The character '>' can also occur inside a terminating square bracket pattern, so that S[T>] matches both "ST" and 
"S>".  

 If e is a pattern element, and m and n are two decimal integers with m <= n, then:  

 e(m) is equivalent to the repetition of e exactly m times;  

 e(m,n) is equivalent to the repetition of e exactly k times for any integer k satisfying: m <= k <= n.  

Some examples: 

 x(3) is equivalent to x-x-x.  

 x(2,4) matches any sequence that matches x-x or x-x-x or x-x-x-x.  

       The signature of the C2H2-type zinc finger domain is: 

 C-x(2,4)-C-x(3)-[LIVMFYWC]-x(8)-H-x(3,5)-H  

Sequence Motifs 

 Protein sequence motifs are signatures of protein families and can often be used as tools for the prediction of 

protein function. The generalization and modification of already known motifs are becoming major trends in the 

literature, even though new motifs are still being discovered at an approximately linear rate. The emphasis of 

motif analysis appears to be shifting from metabolic enzymes, in which motifs are associated with catalytic 

functions and thus often readily recognizable, to structural and regulatory proteins, which contain more divergent 

motifs. The consideration of structural  

 Information increasingly contributes to the identification of motifs and their sensitivity. Genome sequencing 

provides the basis for a systematic analysis of all motifs that are present in a particular organism. A systematically 

derived motif database is therefore feasible, allowing the classification of the majority of the newly appearing 

protein sequences into known families. 

 In genetics, a sequence motif is a nucleotide or amino-acid sequence pattern that is widespread and has, or is 

conjectured to have, a biological significance. 

 An example is the N-glycosylation site motif: 

 Asn, followed by anything but Pro, followed by either Ser or Thr, followed by anything but Pro  

 Where the three-letter abbreviations are the conventional designations for amino acids. 

 

Overview of motif 

When a sequence motif appears in the exon of a gene, it may encode the "structural motif" of a protein; that is a 

stereotypical element of the overall structure of the protein. Nevertheless, motifs need not be associated with a 

distinctive secondary structure. "Noncoding" sequences are not translated into proteins, and nucleic acids with 

such motifs need not deviate from the typical shape (e.g. the "B-form" DNA double helix). 

Outside of gene exons, there exist regulatory sequence motifs and motifs within the "junk," such as satellite DNA. 

Some of these are believed to affect the shape of nucleic acids (see for example RNA self-splicing), but this is only 

sometimes the case. For example, many DNA binding proteins that have affinities for specific motifs only bind DNA 

in its double-helical form. They are able to recognize motifs through contact with the double helix's major or minor 

groove. 

Short coding motifs, which appear to lack secondary structure, include those that label proteins for delivery to 

particular parts of a cell, or mark them for phosphorylation. 

Within a sequence or database of sequences, researchers search and find motifs using computer-based techniques 

of sequence analysis, such as BLAST. Such techniques belong to the discipline of bioinformatics. 
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Repeat Prediction 

The genomes of all organisms, particularly eukaryotic organisms, contain repetitive elements of varying lengths that 

can occupy a significant fraction of the total DNA content. For example, the human genome consists of more than 

50% repeated sequences of various types. Repeats play a vital role in a number of regulatory functions and are 

responsible for instability of genomes. Many tandem repeats like the tri-nucleotide motifs, (e.g. CCG; CAG; AAG; 

CTG; GCG etc.) are associated with diseases such as fragile X, myotonic dystrophy, Huntington's, ataxia and others. 

Thus, identification of repeat elements is an important task in annotating a genome. Genomic repeat elements can 

be divided in two categories; i) tandem repeats which are usually confined to specific chromosomal regions, and ii) 

interspersed repeats mainly represented by inactive (pseudo-genes) copies of historically or contemporarily active 

transposable elements . Tandem repeats are grouped into three major subclasses; satellites, mini-satellites and 

microsatellites (Strachan and Read 1999). Satellite repeats are composed of very long tandem arrays of short units 

usually present at centromeres. Mini-satellites consists of tandem repeats of short units with lengths of about 7 to 

64 bp located near telomeres, while microsatellite repeats are highly repetitive sequences consisting of 1 to 6 bp 

segments that are repeated up to 5 times the unit length as tandem arrays dispersed throughout all the 

chromosomes. Similarly, interspersed repeats can also be sub grouped into 5 types: SINEs (Short Interspersed 

Nuclear Elements) of 80-300 bp long units, LINEs (Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements) that are 6000-8000 bp long, 

LTRs (Long Terminal Repeats) that are 300 – 1000 bp long, and DNA transposons of variable lengths with two short 

inverted repeats flanking the element. Several repeat-finding algorithms have been developed to detect repeats, and 

these programs can be divided into two groups based on the type of repetitive DNA they identify; i) Tandem repeat 

finders and ii) interspersed repeat finders.  

Gene Prediction 

Correct predictions of gene location and structure are major challenges in the post genomic era, particularly for 

eukaryotic genomes. In the last decade a large number of computer programs have been developed for scanning 

genomic sequences to locate DNA segments that encode proteins. Prokaryotic genes may be predicted with 

considerable accuracy if one knows the codon usage pattern of the organism in question. A simple, long ORF (open 

reading frame) in a prokaryotic DNA sequence can be predicted as protein coding. The problem with gene prediction 

in prokaryotes lies in identifying the promoter and regulatory region. 

Unlike prokaryotic genes, the eukaryotic genes are neither continuous nor contiguous. They are separated by long 

stretches of intergenic DNA and their coding sequences are interrupted by non-coding introns. Coding sequences 

occupy just a small fraction of a typical higher eukaryotic genome. Additionally, some eukaryotic genes are 

alternatively spliced – i.e. they have more than one possible exon assembly. The arrangement of genes in genomes is 

also prone to exceptions. Some genes are nested (overlapping) within each other (Dunham et al. 1999). The 

presence of pseudogenes further complicates the identification of protein coding regions. Regulatory sequences 

usually located upstream of coding sequences can sometimes be found downstream and within the introns of genes. 

In prokaryotic systems, genes are simple in structure where introns do not split protein-coding regions and they are 

comparatively easy to identify. However, finding genes in eukaryotic genomic sequences is far from being a trivial 

problem. Unlike prokaryotic genomes, the coding regions in eukaryotes represent only a small proportion of the 

eukaryotic genome and are mostly found to lie in non-repetitive regions of the genome. 

Algorithms and software tools for gene identification 

Some of tools perform gene prediction ab initio, relying only on the statistical parameters in the DNA sequence for 

gene identification. 

 Homology-based methods rely primarily on identifying homologous sequences in other genomes and/or in public 

databases using BLAST or Smith-Waterman algorithms. 

 Many of the commonly used methods combine these two approaches. 
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Ab initio Gene Prediction Programs (Possibly with Homology Integration) 

Program Organism Algorithm* Website Homology 

GeneID Vertebrates

, plants 

DP http://www1.imim.es/geneid.html  

FGENESH Human, 

mouse, 

Drosophila, 

rice 

HMM http://www.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=fgenesh&gr

oup=programs&subgroup=gfind  

 

GeneParser Vertebrates NN http://beagle.colorado.edu/~eesnyder/GeneParser.html EST 

Genie Drosophila, 

human, 

other 

GHMM http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/genie.html protein 

GenLang Vertebrates

, 

Drosophila, 

dicots 

Grammar rule http://www.cbil.upenn.edu/genlang/genlang_home.html  

GENSCAN Vertebrates

, 

Arabidopsis

, maize 

GHMM http://genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html   

GlimmerM Small 

eukaryotes, 

Arabidopsis

, rice 

IMM http://www.tigr.org/tdb/glimmerm/glmr_form.html   

GRAIL Human, 

mouse, 

Arabidopsis

, Drosophila 

NN, DP http://compbio.ornl.gov/Grail-bin/EmptyGrailForm EST, cDNA 

HMMgene Vertebrates

, C. elegans 

CHMM http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/HMMgene/   

AUGUSTUS Human, 

Arabidopsis 

IMM,WWAM http://augustus.gobics.de/  

MZEF Human, 

mouse, 

Arabidopsis

, Fission 

yeast 

Quadratic 

discriminant 

analysis 

http://rulai.cshl.org/tools/genefinder/  

*DP, dynamic programming; NN, neural network; MM, Markov model; HMM, Hidden Markov model; CHMM, class 

HMM; GHMM, generalized HMM; IMM, interpolated MM. 
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